SUPER 1300 S

Turf sweeper for efficient collection of grass
clippings, leaves, and other debris on athletic fields,
golf courses, and other surfaces.
· Easy maneuverability
· Optimal sweeping results

Devoted to turf. www.wiedenmannusa.com

SUPER 1300 S
The SUPER 1300 S is the ideal solution for efficiently collecting grass clippings,
leaves, and other debris on athletic fields, golf courses, and other turf surfaces.

· Hydraulic overhead high dumping for easy emptying up to 63”.

The SUPER 1300 S is equipped with double sweeping rotors. Each sweeping
rotor has 4 sweeping rails which ensure great results while completely filling the
collection container.

· Optional collision guard with integrated lighting system protects the SUPER
1300 S during backward maneuvers

The machine is mounted on the three-point hitch of the tractor and is extremely
maneuverable giving a significant advantage when working around trees and
other obstacles.

· Optional level indicator works on the light-barrier principle and indicates
when the container is approximately 90% full.

The advantages:

Tracking accuracy

TECHNICAL DATA
Working width in inches, approx.:

51

Drive via PTO shaft:

540 U/min

Container volume in approximate yd³:

2.1

Speed of the sweeping roller:

860 U/min

Overhead high dumping height in inches:

67

Minimum operating pressure of the hydraulic system:

2,030 PSI

Approximate weight in pounds (ready for use and
empty):

1,433

Wheels (rear):

23x10.50 6PR

Permissible total weight in pounds:

2,315

Support wheels (depth control of sweeping head):

11x4.00-5 2PR

Dimensions L/W/H in inches: (including hitch)

110/67/66

Hydraulic requirements:

Minimum power requirement of the tractor:

15 hp

1x double-acting hydraulic connection with floating position

Descriptions and illustrations are not binding. Changes in design and execution are possible
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